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Abstract

In recent years, the development of software in open source communities has attracted immense attention from research and practice. The idea of commercial quality, free software, and open source code accelerated the development of well-designed open source software such as Linux, Apache tools, or Perl.

Intrinsic motivation, group identification processes, learning, and career concerns are the key drivers for a successful cooperation among the participants. These factors and most mechanisms of control, coordination, and monitoring forms of open source communities can hardly be explained by traditional organizational theories. In particular, the micro and macro structures of open source communities and their mode of operation are hardly compatible with the central assumption of the New Institutional Theory, like opportunistic behavior.

The aim of this contribution is to identify factors that sustain the motivation of the community members over the entire life cycle of an open source project. Adequate coordination and controlling mechanisms for the governance in open source communities may be extracted.

1 Introduction

The software industry is dominated by a strong competitive influence. Recent years have been characterized by a displacement of software companies, resulting in segmentary oligopolistic or even monopolistic structures. It is therefore all the more impressive that a sustainable and successful development of open source communities (OSCs) has been possible, even as open source communities are characterized as non-profit organizations [35].

The reason for participating in these kinds of communities as an active worker can not be explained by monetary incentives. Intrinsic motivation [59] and learning [65] are the key drivers in this context. In addition, non-monetary extrinsic motivations, like reputation, group identification processes [52, 20], and career plans [32] are most important for the successful operation of open source communities.

A successful operation of net-based organizational units, like in OSCs, has to consider that rules, motivation, and incentive structure not only allow a coordination of contributions, but also increase the involvement and thus inspire people to create contributions. Traditional agency-based governance approaches [10], which focus on monitoring, control, and supervision of internal processes, are often neglect this point. In most cases these approaches stress monitoring systems, incentive contracting, or the use of sanctional mechanisms with a mainly monetary aspect. In particular, the micro and macro structures of open source communities and their mode of operation are hardly compatible with these kinds of governance instruments and with the central assumption of the prevailing New Institutional Theory, such as opportunistic behavior. These approaches and their implications for options for actions will not work.

Although considerable research has been devoted to the growth and expansion of open source communities and the comparison between the efficiency of corporate structures and community structures in the field of software development [1], rather less attention has been paid to their governance structures (control, monitoring, supervision). Especially psychological and sociological aspects must be considered. The Stewardship Approach, developed in the 1990s, shows some starting points for this discussion [13]. Donaldson and Davis are assuming a different image of human behavior. Workers are motivated by intrinsic incentives and not influenced by opportunistic behavior. Following this, trust [15] and intrinsic motivation are the key drivers for a new coordination system which is used by OSCs.

In this context, psychological studies from the mid-1980s on virtual communities show communication and collaboration in computer-mediated environments as being typically rather anomic [23], less tolerant [18], and absent of transferable behavior [55]. Thus, the topic of governance in open source communities faces a new (mediated) organizational culture from the viewpoint of business management sciences.

Additionally, new analyses show that open source communities follow a life cycle [58, 67]. The internal organizational structure is changing by going through different life cycle stages. The implementation of hierarchic structures, which can be observed in practice, ensures that there are adequate controlling and coordination mechanisms among all organizational units [1].

1 Control, monitoring, and supervision mechanisms are collectively defined as governance in the remainder of this paper.
The aim of this article is to examine central structures and coordination patterns in open source communities. These results allow further studies and help open source members to understand the role of governance within their community. Therefore, the evaluation is based on a systematic review of relevant literature and empirical studies related to open source communities and to virtual organizations. The focus is to identify mechanisms that work as open source-specific governance tools. One of the most important characteristics of these tools is that they are of a non-monetary nature. Therefore the question has to be answered by which incentives the absence of money is compensated. Subsequently, a heuristic approach is presented to categorize open source projects in order to derive the need for governance actions.

All control, monitoring, and supervision structures are gathered in the underlying definition of governance of this paper. Therefore, chapter 2 examines the specific conditions for the governance in OSCs. Chapter 3 analyzes which motivation factors are important to particular member groups of the OSCs in different life cycle stages, to create a positive added value. By knowing more about motivation factors, mechanisms and procedures can be developed and implemented to increase organizational efficiency. To examine this, an individual, situation-based, and behavioral approach, which considers micro-organizational aspects as well, is developed, while traditional governance theories apply a holistic view of stakeholders.

This contribution is based on the assumption that open source actors differ in their motivation and that these motivations are related to their function and duties within the community.

Therefore, we show a classification of different open source actors on the basis of functional characteristics. In addition, we consider different motivation factors, referring to life cycle stages of open source projects.

Additional information from analyses of project life cycles and the roles of governance tools in specific life cycle stages will be discussed. Finally, a summary is provided and open research questions are named.

2 Conditions for Governance in Open Source Communities

2.1 General Characteristics of Open Source Communities

Open source software differs from commercially produced software among other criteria in the following ways [1, 58]:

- the permission for free propagation of software,
- the free availability of the source code,
- the right to change the source code, and
- the free propagation of the software license for anyone who wants to use the program.

In most cases these rights are guaranteed by the use of the GPL (General Public License) [18, 58]. As a legally binding contract, the GPL guarantees that all software containing parts covered by the GPL are themselves subject to the GPL and must fulfill the criteria mentioned above [47].

This basic concept of the development of free software and open source code on the basis of volunteers not financially remunerated directly influences the organizational structures.

OSCs differ from common enterprises in their coordination and organizational structure. The work is done on a voluntary basis, and there are no guidelines regarding time and intensity of work.

Due to the decentralized and computer-based value creation process, personal contacts while working on the project take place only on a small scale. Despite these differences OSCs succeed in manufacturing marketable and competitive products (e.g. Linux, Apache, Mozilla, etc.).

This is made possible by characteristics which are featured by software development process in general. Software development differs from the production of other goods, such as manufactured products and most services, in the following ways:

- A common product is developed by a community or organization, but the individual parts are produced (geographically) decentralized. Communication and coordination of the project are based on modern communication technologies which makes teamwork possible for members worldwide.
- The contributions required for further development of the software are sequential, meaning innovation is based on preview development and does not making radical leaps. This kind of work can then be characterized as complementary because a rising number of solutions develop synergies for the optimization of the product [47].
- Software programming can be divided into subprojects, which can continue to be developed independently (granularity).
- Software can be development with no chronological order, meaning that elements or modules which are programmed later can be integrated into already active software (modularity) [58].

These criteria of the software development process in general and open source products in particular fulfill the necessary conditions which offer the participants of the project the most decision-making freedom. They can decide on their own in which part of the project they will become involved, where they complete their work, and
what resources they will contribute. The high degree of self-determination of each individual user that is based on granularity and modularity is essential for the OSCs to maintain the motivation of volunteer workers. Thus, self-determination can be understood as a fundamental prerequisite for governance in open source environments.

There are basically two sources in OSCs which motivate open source members to participate [11, 17, 47]: The first is motivation of an extrinsic nature, which is quite important in profit-oriented companies and is adopted there as a dominant control tool. Extrinsic motivation means engaging in an activity to receive rewards for the activity. These rewards can be of a material nature, like money, or of a social nature, like growing reputation or prestige. Especially Lerner and Tirole attribute much individual motivation to reputation building [32]. A second source for contributing may be based on intrinsic nature, i.e. engaging in an activity out of pure pleasure.

Beyond these core motivators in open source projects, further incentive mechanisms can be identified, which focuses on the intrinsic as well as extrinsic motivation of coworkers.

While it can be assumed in the context of monetary incentives that each individual is generally interested to a certain degree in maximizing his financial resources, this does not apply for different, non-material incentives. It is therefore necessary to take a close look at the individuals summarized in an open source community and to categorize them in order to determine their motives more thoroughly on the micro level.

Through the identification of clear functions in open source communities it is possible to recognize situation-specific motives and to activate them purposefully by governance instruments.

2.2 Participants and Working Groups of Open Source Communities

OSC integrate heterogeneous member groups, who have different tasks within open source projects [1, 22, 19]. In reality, individuals can not be fixed to one specified member group. Usually one individual fulfills functions in different groups and is therefore a member of several of these categories.

On an aggregated level, three typical member groups can be identified: bug fixers, programmers, and coordinators.

“Bug fixers” contribute irregularly and rarely to the open source organizations. They are actually software users who communicate errors to the community. Raymond assumes that this group represents on average more than 75% of all open source members [52]. An essential component of bug fixing is finding software errors and deficiencies and communicating these to programmers and managers. Furthermore, many bug fixers provide solutions to the problems they find. Bug fixing is an essential aspect for success in OSCs.

Especially the beta testing phase, when bug fixing occurs, uses many organizational resources in software development. The acceptance of software is fundamentally influenced by the intensity of beta testing [47, 52]. Through constant checking and adjusting, software can be modified and optimized during the creative process [1].

Optimizing open source software for better usage is the most important incentive for bug fixing [21]. Other motivational aspects such as increasing reputation are supported by the publication of the names of the most active bug fixers [33, 41]. These motivational factors exhibit a non-monetary extrinsic nature. They can therefore not be controlled directly by management of open source organizations, in contrast to management in profit-oriented companies.

The targeted use of governance instruments can increase the commitment of bug fixers, if these instruments are adequate and specific. Because an application of inadequate governance instruments may crowd out intrinsic motivation, while extrinsic incentives may be stimulated. Overall, the level of motivation may decrease.

Programmers, the second group of community members, develop OSC software by contributing their knowledge. In many cases programmers worked as bug fixers at the beginning of open source projects. Programmers are characterized by working more regularly and more frequently than bug fixers. Dempsey estimated that 8.5% of all open source workers belong to this category [12].

Lerner and Tirole assume that one core motivational aspect to programmers comprises of signaling knowledge to potential employers of profit-oriented companies [32]. By working on open source projects, programmers have the opportunity to convey specific knowledge to people outside the project. Therefore, programmers participate not only because of a strong intrinsic motivation but also because of extrinsic aspects.

Programmers, in contrast to bug fixers, are much more integrated in organizational coordination and communication processes. Governance tools should ensure that there are coordination mechanisms which facilitate working processes and communication among other programmers, bug fixers, or managers.

Founders and programmers in open source projects often change roles as a system grows to managers. Their tasks are extended to a strategic focus, such as implementing coordination mechanisms. Often these managers are elected by the community or by some of the registered community members⁵. Elections guarantee reputation and prestige within the community. Often

 début

²⁵ E.g. Apache board of directors is elected by members who are proposed to be “Foundation Members” of Apache organization [see http://apache.org].
managers are paid employees in companies or universities and are assigned to work on open source projects [53]. The motivation of managers as well as of programmers can be traced back to career plans. This is a reason why investing in reputation is an important factor for open source managers. Therefore, in some ways, financial incentives and strategic decisions gain in priority.

The classification of these three important member groups shows the heterogeneity found in open source communities of motivational aspects and reasons for participating. It is necessary to consider these characteristics when examining the usability of governance tools. It must determined whether coordination structures, adequate to all groups, can be implemented, or whether these structures should be applied to single groups.

2.3 Life Cycle Stages in Open Source Communities

To assess the situation-based and adequate application of governance tools for controlling community members and contribution level, it is not enough to consider various member groups. Because of changes caused by different staged of project life cycles, it is possible that motivational basis of member groups could diverge or clash, which may lead to stagnation of project development.

The identification of life cycle stages is often based on revenue or sales numbers in conventional companies. However, open source organizations do not have these figures because no product has been sold. Therefore, the only possibility is to use an auxiliary variable such as the number of downloads of open source software. Variances of downloads can be used as one important indicator to identify individual life cycle stages [67]. A continuously increasing number of downloads suggests a growing interest among software users [67]. Other indicators suggested by Schweik and Semenov, such as (1) annual growth of participant base, (2) annual growth of user community, (3) growth in “market share,” (4) user satisfaction with the product, and (5) peer recognition of the product, can be used as a measure of project success as well. However, theses criteria are quite difficult to measure [58].

Scientific literature differs between three and eight project life cycles [67, 34, 58]. For the explanation of different governance actions in OSCs, it seems appropriate to concentrate on four clearly specifiable life cycle stages (see fig. 1): 2

---

Figure 1: Life cycle stages [67]

1. Introduction
2. Growth
3. Maturity
4. Decline or Revival

The introduction stage is characterized by the generation of ideas by the founders. The core group negotiates an informal structure consisting of relatively general roles for each member. Trust is the key factor in the coordination process. All participants are mainly intrinsically motivated in this stage, while extrinsic incentives hardly exist. The fun of programming, conversion of creativity, and noticeable software advancement are key drivers for motivated workers [64]. Most important to enter the next stage is to attract more developers to make sure that a critical mass of community members is reached. This allows a constant development of the open source software [58].

Because of the increased size and the transient nature of the team membership, there is a need for a more formalized structure in the growth stage. Reliance on information and communications technology (ICT) such as concurrent versions systems (CVSs), discussion groups, and mailing lists becomes important for coordinating the efforts of the community as can be seen in complex projects like Linux, Apache, or Mozilla. By riding the life cycle the tasks of the founders change. They may assume the role of “accelerators,” employing systems and structures to enable and manage the project’s growth [66, 58]. At this stage, the increased amount of work allows members to choose their own more specialized roles such as code tester, release manager, interface designer, support manager, documentation writer, or bug fixer. The resultant structure is still relatively centralized, with the core developers retaining overall project control, but lesser functions being delegated to others outside the core group. Using a more specialized work model has the consequence of splitting member groups. Each of these previously mentioned groups contributes due to other project motivational reasons.

In the maturity stage, the number of users (combined with the number of downloads) and developers reaches its

---

3 Most open source projects and number of downloads are published at http://sourceforge.net.
maximum [67]. The importance of trust as a coordination and controlling instrument decreases while extrinsic factors become more important. A high degree of delegation and self-management leads to a very high level of task specialization.

The central focus of the administrative core group during this stage is to sustain the project [66]. Because of the larger project size, there is a need for highly sophisticated mechanisms to coordinate and control the diverging structure [54].

Decline stage or revival stage is marked by decreasing users and developers. There are fewer downloads of the product as users become less interested in the project. This has different possible reasons, such as better competing systems or departure of founding members. Another reason may be that managers want to influence product development in ways different from the community. To avoid the slowing or stagnation of software advancement, it is necessary to generate a reconcentration of diverging concerns [67].

It can be deduced that many open source projects are affected by these heterogeneous changes of motivational aspects in each member group. Bug fixers and programmers are not integrated in management tasks, and they are basically intrinsic motivated. As shown, they are extrinsically motivated too, but even this is a non-monetary factor. This may be different from the case of members with managerial responsibilities. They likely want to earn money over the long term which may lead to decisions not compatible with the interests of other community members.

These differences in goals and motivational incentives may lead to the collapse of a project. This can be reduced by the implementation of adequate control, supervision, and monitoring instruments.

2.4 Motivation and Objectives of Member in Changing Life Cycle Stages

The effectiveness of governance tools is influenced by other aspects, such as the number of members or the complexity of the software, which are determined by life cycle stage. There is therefore an interaction between these factors and the motivation and participation objectives of members [see table 1]. Schweik / Semenov and Wynn describe different life cycle stages but they do not explicitly discuss changing motivation of member groups within these stages [58, 67].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Bug fixer</th>
<th>Programmer</th>
<th>Manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>intrinsic / extrinsic</td>
<td>mainly intrinsic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>intrinsic / extrinsic</td>
<td>mainly intrinsic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>intrinsic / extrinsic</td>
<td>mainly extrinsic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decline or Revival</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>intrinsic / extrinsic</td>
<td>Revival: intrinsic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Motivation of member groups in different life cycle stages

In the growth stage extrinsic aspects such as reputation, career planning, or increasing knowledge become more important [33]. This changing motivation is influenced by a modified objective for working on the open source project. In the growth of maturity stages, improving software is no longer the dominating objective for contributing ideas; it is just an intermediary to acquiring more members, knowledge, and reputation [33]. Finally, these objectives lead to improved career chances for individuals.

However, Osterloh states that the identified extrinsic factors do not suffice to explain the phenomenon of open source communities [47]. Therefore, it can be assumed that all member groups are partially intrinsically and partially extrinsically motivated in every stage of the life cycle. Numerous analyses show that open source members have fun while programming. They feel a kind of self-realization while doing creative work and supporting a useful project [1, 28, 29]. However, intrinsic motivation is related to the degree of self-determination. The feeling of self-determination within OSCs is confirmed in two ways. The first is high granularity, which allows programmers to decide what kind of work they want to do. The second is a high degree of modularity, which offers many possibilities to participate in improving the software [7, 27, 58].

In the special case of open source development, different reasons for participating in a project can be combined in some ways as long as there is a common main objective to improve the open source product. However, it is possible that different objectives are not compatible, which may lead to governance problems. In principle, the main objective to improve the program may be deduced in each member group as follows:

- Bug fixers participate in open source projects to obtain improved software for their own use [21, 33].
- Programmers try to achieve a higher internal and external level of reputation and want to improve their career chances [47]. Additionally, they want to optimize software as long as they are intrinsically motivated (e.g. fun) [52].
- Managers want to increase their reputation as well, but they are also seeking monetary
3 Governance in Open Source Communities

3.1 Application of Conventional Governance Mechanisms in Open Source Communities

The theoretical root of this paper is based on the approach of the organizational control [48], where governance is understood as a toolbox for control, supervision and monitoring. In this context, governance must achieve motivation and converge different objectives of all member groups.

Conventional theories of governance are based on a holistic view of companies and their organizational units. These theories assume that there are only a few or even a single quantifiable objective of all stakeholders. Furthermore, it is assumed that every stakeholder is interested in maximum or optimum achievement of objectives. In contrast, our behavioristic approach assumes that there are many individual and changing objectives. This was shown in the preceding discussion about life cycle stages and drivers for motivation. A main problem in implementing governance tools is considering which objectives exist for different members. Profit oriented companies solve this problem by defining one main objective, e.g. profit maximization, which, through support from monetary incentives, is accepted by all member groups. This procedure cannot work successfully in an organization which is based on volunteer work. The absence of a common main objective may lead to conflicts of interest in and among member groups. Governance mechanisms are implemented to avoid and solve these conflicts in conventional companies. Furthermore, governance instruments are used to increase organizational efficiency and fulfill monitoring tasks, e.g. communication policies or conflict management rules. Employees follow these rules to avoid financial sanctions or being laid off.

The effectiveness of sanction mechanisms in OSCs may be questioned because there is no formal or existential dependence of the members on the open source project. That is why the options of effective sanction mechanisms are limited to the exclusion of counterproductive members and a loss of reputation. Practically speaking, members that violate organizational policies may be “flamed,” meaning they are publicly named and judged by other community members [24].

By implementing hierarchic structures, managers try to assure that coordination and communication within the community is optimally configured. However, this assumes that organizational policies are accepted by most of the community members. Profit-oriented companies do not have a problem at this point because policies and hierarchies are legitimated by company owners. Within OSCs it is necessary that managers have an adequate reputation to be accepted as leaders. For example, board members of the Apache community are elected by foundation members. “Individuals who have made sustained and important contributions to one or more of the foundation’s projects” can be nominated to become foundation members [4].

Thus, although hierarchic structures and policies exist in OSCs, there is no incentive, such as money in companies, which adequately explains why these structures and policies are accepted. As a conclusion of the preceding discussion, it can be deduced that there is no singular dominating motivational aspect responsible for contributing work. Instead, there are many intrinsic and extrinsic factors acting in concert.

3.2 Specific Open Source Control Instruments

The adequacy of governance tools is related to which motivational factors characterize individuals. Conventional control mechanisms are not usable in systems based on volunteer work. There is no possibility to penalize or reward members financially.

The efficiency of implemented governance instruments is linked to a large extent to the motivational basis of the involved individuals. Furthermore, motivation is related to different member groups and life cycle stages. That is why an expedient enlargement of governance tools must account for the motivational basis of all member groups.

On the other hand, neglecting to implement further coordination tools leads to losses in efficiency and growth. Divergent objectives probably cause stagnation or the decline of the whole project because of increasing information and transaction costs connected with a growing number of members [1, 31]. But implementing inappropriate control mechanisms or too many of them may lead to a decreased feeling of self-determination, which causes people to leave the project [67].

Reduction of asymmetric information, a natural phenomenon in growing organizations, and increasing transparency are essential objectives of control and monitoring mechanisms. Using highly developed technological communication tools, e.g. chat rooms, mailing lists, and CVSs, asymmetric information can be avoided. Additionally, these tools support transparency within the OSCs, help to increase trust between members, and lay open their motivational situation.

3.3 Social Control

Governance instruments are implemented for controlling, supervision and monitoring purposes as well as to guarantee the transparency in micro and macro structures.

Like conventional companies, open source projects must adjust their governance tools as increasing
complexity and the number of members increase. Basically, three forms of governance are applicable [30]:

- direct governance - inspection of behavior (behavioral control), e.g. on the basis of standards derived from experience [38];
- indirect governance - determination of output based on given goals (output control) [63, 38];
- social governance (social control) - comparison of conformity to certain morals and cultural rules [48].

In organization theory, traditional forms of governance (behavioral and output control) are examined in detail and mostly uniformly. The direct and indirect governance can hardly be applied in open source communities. Even if direct and indirect monitoring may be possible, direct and indirect control is hardly feasible. However, with the establishment of network-like organizational structures, as open source communities, the relevance of concepts of social control increases.

In particular, social control is based on the concept of trust, which is defined as the voluntary input of risky assets under the absence of explicit contractual protection and control [30].

Trust becomes a necessary prerequisite to assure the existence of flexible organizational structures [14], which is why it is identified as a key factor for the successful growth and operation of an open source project. Additionally, trust forms the basis for the successful configuration and operation of open source communities [see 14] and is considered as a constructional attribute of all forms of virtual and distributed organizations [see e.g. 51, 62]. Furthermore, trust as a concept should guarantee that the partners are able to manage and organize processes at least partly independently [6]. In the case of open source communities, members must rely on the assumption that their contributions are applied to the project.

Instruments for the practical application of social control can be identified particularly in relation to the level of objective and personnel management [63, 30].

Specialized social norms and frameworks are able to support the genesis of trust in and among organizations. Open source projects draft a kind of ethical code (e.g. “Bylaws of the Apache Software Foundation”) in many cases. Such an ethical and behavioral guideline assures a common feeling of identification.

For the implementation of social control, different governance instruments can be introduced such as the activation of common cultures among net partners with homogeneous value concepts or the review and creation of similar moral concepts by rituals or ceremonies – like regular meetings of Linux community members in nearly all large cities [1]. In addition, rules as guidelines for operational behavior [20], the intensive employment of modern and uniform information and communication tools [3, 25] are also fields of social control.

Participants of open source projects exhibit a variety of cultural and technical abilities.

On the basis of the theoretical remarks and of the practical examples specified in relevant investigations, it can be derived that with an increasing degree of virtualization the significance of social control in the governance process increases [30]. Particularly in the introduction phase and on the levels of the bug fixers and programmers, where the coordination structures are weaker, social control is of high importance.

Referencing virtual organizations which are in significant aspects similar to OSCs, the following main tasks for the management of OSCs can be determined [5, 57]:

1. **Selection**: The organizational units defining the project must be decided upon.
2. **Information and Communication**: The managers must organize and evaluate communication and the flow of information.
3. **(Re-)detection**: The management must define how to (re-)distribute tasks within the OSC.
4. **Trust**: A goal of the leaders in an open source project must be to create confidence on a long-term basis with regard to the organization.

On each management level (structural, objective, personnel, as defined by Thomson [63]), instruments of social control are identifiable, such as the examples mentioned before.

One of the main tasks of managers in open source organisations is to use these instruments to strengthen the feeling of community. Doing this requires to know about the importance and existence of social control.

In contrast to traditional enterprises, open source projects use social control mechanisms for the solution of coordination and motivation problems with different intensity. The established hierarchies and coordination mechanisms are to be regarded as secondary in relation to the factors of social control.

Governance instruments that are used as control tools should ensure constructive cooperation of community members. Furthermore, these tools should maintain the quality of software. Quality assurance can be achieved by using peer review or by threatening members with loss of reputation within the community if they are suspected of misconduct.

### 3.4 Governance Instruments Affected by Life Cycle Stages and Member Groups

As previously mentioned, there are different requirements for governance tools to guarantee coherence and
successful product development in specific life cycle stages (see tab. 2).

Table 2: Life cycle stages in OSCs [see 67]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Introduction</th>
<th>Growth</th>
<th>Maturity</th>
<th>Decline or Revival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Completely informal</td>
<td>More formal, centralized</td>
<td>Somewhat formal, decentralized</td>
<td>Slightly formal but less adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division of Labor</td>
<td>Generalists</td>
<td>Some specification</td>
<td>Highly specialized</td>
<td>Less specialized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Informal, one-on-one</td>
<td>Technology introduction</td>
<td>Formal, technology intensive</td>
<td>Formal but less adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples*</td>
<td>Dam, HTMLarena plus accessibility</td>
<td>Eclipse, Typo3</td>
<td>Linux, Apache, Mozilla</td>
<td>Gnutella</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples are categorized by the number of downloads. The data originates from http://sourceforge.net.

Goverance instruments should ensure that available organizational resources are managed efficiently. Transaction costs and information costs should be minimized by these tools.

Communication tools help to discuss further software development and optimization, support knowledge exchange (which satisfies demands for learning and teaching), and improve a feeling of community [19, 56]. Users of open source software receive technical support through communication forums, leading to accelerated growth.

Goverance tools must also retain the motivation of community members. By publishing lists of most active programmers and bug fixers, e.g. at http://sourceforge.net, the incentive of increasing reputation is addressed. By choosing explicit entry requirements for these lists, managers gain a control instrument. However, these effects are not very strong because they do not affect intrinsic motivation factors. Moreover, too many rules and policies may reduce intrinsic motivation. Unlike managers, programmers will not compensate for a loss of intrinsic motivation with higher extrinsic motivation.

Maturity: In this stage, the number of members and downloads are at their maximum. The entire project is divided into numerous modules and cooperating programs exhibited by a high degree of specialization, e.g. the Apache project presently includes about twenty different software projects (see www.apache.org). For this reason, more coordination mechanisms must be implemented.

Activities of managers no longer include programming; instead, they must coordinate the entire organization, control software development, and communicate with cooperative companies (e.g. Apache and IBM, HP) or other projects. Public relations instruments become more important and make it possible to influence the reputation of the whole project. Managers are dominated by extrinsic motivation like career planning, as programmers are still intrinsically and extrinsically motivated.

In this stage, governance tools should support a feeling of community for all members, making a high degree of transparency within all aspects of the organization. A loss of transparency may lead to decreased community identification and lower motivation. One instrument to avoid this development, applied in practice, is to publish a codex or constitution which must be accepted by all community members and contains organizational and ethical policies (e.g. Apache Bylaws: http://apache.org, or Linux membership rules: http://www.linuxquestions.org). However, this rule should consider and perhaps support self-determination of all members.

Decline or Revival: After passing the maturity phase the project may enter a decline and an optional revival stage. The decline stage is dominated by a decreasing number of community members and downloads.
Reasons for decline are various. One may be inappropriate governance tools such as the following examples:

- Self-determination of programming is constrained by too many rules.
- Manager decisions are not understood by other members, causing a loss of transparency.
- Too much influence of profit-oriented companies within the open source project which undermines a feeling of community.
- Founders or important managers may leave the project. The community loses knowledge and identifying personalities (like Linus Torvalds is in the Linux project).

If these drivers are not stopped, open source projects may decline because of a loss of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Wynn concludes that there is a possibility of a project revival in some cases [67]. Revival can be motivation. Wynn concludes that there is a possibility of a project revival in some cases [67]. Revival can be

4 Conclusion

As this contribution shows, even open source projects must handle organizational questions, due to differences in goals and motives of the participation in such nonprofit organizations. The application of management instruments must consider intrinsic and extrinsic motivational aspects, even more than in profit-oriented companies. Social control mechanisms like trust, moral concepts by rituals or ceremonies, or group evaluation processes, like peer reviews among community members become a crucial part in the governance of open source communities because traditional monetary bonuses or sanctions are not working. Moreover, situation-based and adequate application of governance tools must be implemented.

No systematic approaches for the governance of open source projects have yet been found in practice. This contribution provides a nucleus for further research to derive approaches for adequate governance in OSCs. Therefore, best practice examples will be identified and matched within the proposed framework based on the properties of different member groups and concerns regarding the project life cycles. Further empirical analysis may show details of motivational aspects of each member group (bug fixer, programmer, and manager) and in different life cycle stages (introduction, growth, maturity, and decline).
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